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This is the game where you can be a successful game developer in the year 2000. Whether you want to grow up and become the best game developer in the world or if you want to become the richest one; this game is
about reaching goals and becoming a success. So start your journey as a game developer and become the master of your own game company. Modern Game Tycoon lets you see what you can achieve and who you are as a
developer. Start your own developer storyYou are an aspiring game developer in 2000. Hire personal, expand offices, design the games of your dreams and try to make money from them. Reach as high as you can. From a
small company to a huge corporation.Develop gamesIn this game, you can design the games of your dreams. From a simple text adventure without an engine to expensive action games. All you have in the beginning is you
and your skill. Go ahead and hire more workers, learn better engines, buy big offices, make more money. Walk your unique developer journey and ultimately succeed.Be successfulIn the beginning, there are a lot of
difficulties awaiting you. After all, it's not easy to break into the gaming industry, you have to create the best games and try not to lose all your money in an attempt to succeed. About The Game Modern Game Tycoon: This
is the game where you can be a successful game developer in the year 2000. Whether you want to grow up and become the best game developer in the world or if you want to become the richest one; this game is about
reaching goals and becoming a success. So start your journey as a game developer and become the master of your own game company. Modern Game Tycoon lets you see what you can achieve and who you are as a
developer. Start your own developer storyYou are an aspiring game developer in 2000. Hire personal, expand offices, design the games of your dreams and try to make money from them. Reach as high as you can. From a
small company to a huge corporation.Develop gamesIn this game, you can design the games of your dreams. From a simple text adventure without an engine to expensive action games. All you have in the beginning is you
and your skill. Go ahead and hire more workers, learn better engines, buy big offices, make more money. Walk your unique developer journey and ultimately succeed.Be successfulIn the beginning, there are a lot of
difficulties awaiting you. After all, it's not easy to break into the gaming
Features Key:
Tinker Simulator: Toggle the lighting and visibility of the in game objects to add an element of mayhem to your computer.
Emulation: Environment is based on the Sega Genesis with an addition of the Sega Saturn and the Dreamcast.
Emulator: UPDATED 6/28/11
4-6 player support.
For more technical information about this game, please refer to the Toy Tinker Simulator: BETA page

What's in this version:
48-bit Sound Driver Support
Fixed some minor rendering/anti-aliasing issues.
New Settings
Improved the HLE console
Detailed description of HOW to use the toggle buttons
Added Development Files

Official Changelog:
Changelog - 2.0.2
Fixed crashing issues.
Added Development Files
Added how to change game resolution
More detailed description on how the toggle buttons work.

Features:
Toy Tinker Simulator: Toggle the lighting and visibility of the in game objects to add an element of mayhem to your computer.
Emulation: Environment is based on the Sega Genesis with an addition of the Sega Saturn and the Dreamcast.
Emulator: UPDATED 6/28/11
4-6 player support.
If you want to donate, PayPal-me is available.
For more technical information about this game, please refer to the Toy Tinker Simulator: BETA
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